Mountain Flame Inc was rewarded with Tulikivi Champion Trophy for another successful year with Tulikivi distribution.

This year the trophy made quite a trip before finding it’s home on top of Mountain Flame’s showroom Octagon Tulikivi heater. Trophy was made by Hukka Design in Finland, travelled all the way to Alaska distributor meeting before given to the Olenych family at the ‘Top of the World’ in New York. 2007 Champion Trophy was handed over in May 28th to Olenych family at 102th floor of once the tallest building in the world – The Empire State Building in New York City. From the Olenych Family Marcia, Brian, Jake and Jessica made it to the top.

Olenych Family already has a tradition of being Tulikivi Champions. ‘This could be seventh or eight trophy we’ve had’, said Marcia Olenych. ‘Since there are eight corners on the Octagon showroom unit, it may get crowded at the top with Champion Trophies at some point. We may need to order a round Tulikivi showroom unit one day.’

Tulikivi business is like climbing to a skyscraper; ‘It’s a hard to get to the Top – but it’s nice to be here’

Congratulations for the Whole Mountain Flame Team!